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.Seismic design of structures
by Dr. A. M. Elsaie
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FOR the engineer or scientist involved in the ex
lUIlination of structures, the threat of earthquake de
mands a knQwled8e of seismic analysis, an impoltant
design criterion elllluring structural integrity. In order
. to predict the performance of any structure, specified
design loads must be prescribed. These give evidence
as to how the structure will react or perform when
subjected to applied forces. In the case of actual earth~
quakes, loadings have a random shape along three
perpendicular axes. But in an attempt to analyze how
a structure will perform during an earthquake., ground
motion must be prescribed in some way.
It can be assuined thet the futunl ~ua!le is
either similar to one in the past or aveiaa;ed from
previous earthquakes: The design ground motion can
then be obtained by sca1lngthe earthquaks shape lip
or down depending upon the design site. General
purpose computer progrlUllS have now been developed
to handle this kind of seismic analysis.

A Standarlll
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An alternative approach is that of a synthetic ilceeler
ogram which embodies certsin average properties of
past earthquakes rather then duplicating any specific·
one. Such an earthqua!le should have the general
patternof lUIlplitudes, acceleration ",d duration typi
cal of recorded past e.rthqua!les. By studying pre
vious earthc:iua!les, a standard average ground motion
can be produced for design purposes.
IMsign Spectrum Formulation

An example of a recent design spectrum formulation
in Figure 4 shows the response spectrum for seismic
design of nuclear power plants in the United StateS
Atomic Energy Commission Regulatory Guide, No.
1;60, October, 1973. The figure shows the horizontal
design response spectrum scaled to Ig horizontal
ground acceleration. The idea is to produce relatively
simple shapes roughly similar to average recorded
earthquakes. It should be noted that at low frequencY,
the spectrum curve tends to approach constant rela
tive displacement criteria. At high frequencies, a con
stant absolute acceleration criteria is reached while
intermediate frequencies produce a constant relative
velocity condition.
Seismic Response of Structural Component>

EI Centro-An Accepted Design Condition

On May 18, 1940, the ground motion of an earthquake
which occurred in EI Centro, California, wu recorded.
That accelogrlUll is shown in Fig. 1. The motion com
puted from North-South component of El Centro
earthqua!le is shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 represents the
response spectra for the 11:1 Centro earthquake. The
earthqua!le was considered to have produced a severe
design condition for its high levels of acceleration and
its long duration. The maximum horizontal accelera
tions were O.35g and O.21g. The maximum vertical
~cceleration was O.21g with a duration of more than 30
seconds. Larger giound motions have been recorded,
but the El Centro earthqua!le, suitably scaled, re
mains an accepted design condition. Many commer
cial computer programs handllnil seismic analysis pro
vide El Centro ground motions as part« their pro
grams.

When a structural component is subjected to an
earthquake, itS base or support tends to move with the
ground. If the structure is Jigid, it moves with the
motion of its base. In this case, the dynamic forces
acting on it are very nearly equal to those associated
with its base acceleration. However, if the structure is
flexible, large relative motion and stresses can be
induced because of the diJferential motions between
the masses of the strocture and its base. In order to
survive dynamic motions, the structure must be
strong enough as well as ductible enough to resist the
forces and deformations imposed upon it.
The energy absorption of a structure from
demping depends upon the type of joints or connec
tions within it in addition to the levels of stresses and 
deformation under resonant frequencies. Resonant
frequencies of a structure depend upon thedistrihu
tion of mass and stiffne88 within the structure and its
ENGINEERING DIGEST 
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Ftg. 2- MotionI COfI'l"puted from N·S compoNnl' of CMJrthquab at EI Centro
of M<q 18. 1940 1_ _.,k. 1m).
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F"1Ig. 1- Accelerogroph from EI Centro earthcplGke May 18, 19.40
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supporting condition.
The dynamic amplitudes and stresses of a struc
ture depend not only on\ the intensity of the earth
quake, but also on the properties of the structure
itself. Among these properties, the most important is
the energy absorbed within the structure, either due
to damping or inelastic behaviour, its resonant free
quencies and its strength or resistance.
Seismic Qualification
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Seismic analysis of a structure should be performed to
calculate the structural response due to seismic and
all non-seismic forces. For seismic loading, the fol
lowing procedures are among those used to transform
the input earthquake motion to motion of the struc
ture.
1. Static Analysis Method.
The dynamic load is specified in terms of a con
stant times the weight of the structure. The load is
being applied opposite to.the direction ofthe specified "
input or shock motion. With these loads a static anal
ysis is used to obtain stresses and deflection. This
method can be used if the structure can be classified
as a rigid one.
2. StaticfDynamic Method.
.
Assuming the gravity to be acting in a direction
opposite to the direction of the shock to be analysed;
the static deflection of the structure is calculated. The
dynamic deflections are assumed to be proportional to
these calculated static deflectioll8. On this basis, the"
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Fig. 3- Retponse spectra for EI Centro earthquake (May 18. 1940, N-5
componeilf) plotted on special graph paper for 0, 2. 5, 10, 20%
doonpftg ("om _
..... 1967).

natural frequency and the response of the shock can
be estimated. This method gives reasonable accuracy
for the frequency mode being approximated and re
sults in a dynamic acceleration that varies proportion
ally to the calculated static deflections.
The structure to be analysed is divided into parts,
the weight of each part being W;. and the static deflec
tion being X;. A participation factor is d.~fined as:
p = :l:W,x,

(1)

~WIXi2

. ':\'he stresses may be calculated by applying static
forces L; in the direction opposite to the direction of
.the shock at each position it where
L;=W;Px;N
" (2)
21
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Fig. 4-~dord AEC design tpectrum for horizontal grOund memons, scaled to 1G.

The base shock is lIJl8umed prescribed 88 N in units
of the acceleration of the gravity, where N mJiy be
taken from a response spectrum 88 a function of the
freqJJency. The displacement response Yi at each
point i may be estimated from:
Yi~Nxi

(3)

The natural frequency with the bue fixed can be
estimated from:
1
f-_
v'g.P
2Il

where g is the gravitational acceleration and is equal
to 386.4 in/sec. 2• The application of a (actor of safety
to the loeds Lj and the deflections Yj should generally
be considered, particularly for deflection sensiiive
structures.
3. Modal Analysis
Modal analysis, a pr<icedure often used by the
Ontario Research Foundation, is defined 88 the com
plete dynamic analysis of the structure when sub
jected to the earthquake ground motion. A mathemat
ical model is formed by dividing the structure into
lumped IIllI88es or finite elements. Using a computer
program suitable for seisinic analysis, the natural fre
quencies, mode shapes of vibration and modal parti
cipation factor are determined. The ground' motions'
are applied to the structure to calculate the ,dynamic
amplitudes and stre8llee. The calculated amplitudes
and stresses from three perpendicular directions are
then coinbined according to the relevant design
code,
22

EngiMering Design Codes

Engineering design codes ensure that structures sub
jected to earthquakes must be safe. Ground accelera
tion is lIJl8umed constant within each seismic zone.
Generally, seismic analysis can be performed for me
chanical or electrical equipment such 88 valves or
generators besides structures like buildings and tow
ers. Ontario Research and other similar organizations
offer services in this area to 88sist engineering cOnsul
tants and manufacturers in the efficient use of dif
ferent techniques for seismis analysis.
Adel M. Elsa;", Ph.D., P.E"fI., Stress and dynamic analy.i.
specialist, Ontario Research Foundation. Sheridan Park
Research Community. Mississauga, Ontario.
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